The treatment of malignant brain tumors, in particular glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) (= WHO grade IV astrocytoma), remains one of the greatest challenges in oncology, with an average mean survival for GBM patients of only 12--15 months.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ Surgery remains a mainstay in the treatment of brain tumors, because tumor resections improve patient survival^[@ref3]−[@ref6]^ and because the extent of resection (percentage of tumor removed) of both primary and recurrent tumors directly correlates with the length of survival.^[@ref4],[@ref6]−[@ref8]^ Most importantly, studies examining patterns of brain tumor recurrence have consistently shown that 80--90% of recurrences are within the original treatment field, indicating that the cause are residual tumor cells left behind due to incomplete tumor resections.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ However, neurosurgeons are currently hindered in achieving complete resections because of indistinct tumor margins and microscopic tumor infiltrating several centimeters into the surrounding brain, which is impossible to detect with currently available methods.^[@ref11]^ Therefore, there is a critical unmet need for a method that enables discrimination of tumor from surrounding normal brain structures with microscopic precision in the operating room.

Among the different malignant brain tumor types, we have chosen GBM because these tumors are considered the most challenging to resect due to the diffuse pattern of tumor spread. It has been shown that the estimate of gross tumor burden reduction by neurosurgeons is much less accurate than postoperative modern neuroimaging assessments.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Different imaging techniques are currently being utilized to better visualize tumor margins. Presurgical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to plan stereotactic surgery and determine the macroscopic outline of the tumor.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ Several studies have suggested that MRI using FLAIR, diffusion-weighted and T2-weighted sequences is also able to image infiltrative microscopic tumor spread.^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ However, the assessment of tumor borders by preoperative MRI is often incongruent with the actual tumor borders during surgery due to brain shift during the operative procedure.^[@ref14],[@ref18]^ Intraoperative MRI is also limited by the necessity for frequent administrations of gadolinium (Gd)-chelates because of their short blood half-lives,^[@ref19]^ and by the inaccuracies of false-positive contrast enhancement.^[@ref20]^ Small molecule Gd-agents disperse from the initial area of tumor enhancement into the peritumoral zone of edema over time, therefore causing inaccuracies in estimating the true tumor borders.^[@ref21]^ Ultrasonography is being used at several centers and has been reported to improve patient outcome,^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ but cannot visualize microscopic cancer. Several optical methods have been suggested, either based on intrinsic tissue optical properties^[@ref11],[@ref24],[@ref25]^ or on exogenous contrast agents.^[@ref14],[@ref26]−[@ref29]^ However, these optical techniques often are limited by small fields of view (microscopy), decreased specificity due to autofluorescence, or rapid photobleaching. These and other factors limit their potential to localize the true extent of the tumor in a clinical scenario.^[@ref30],[@ref31]^

We have recently reported, using a static surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) imaging microscope, that suitable SERS nanoparticles can serve as an image-guidance tool and help in identifying microscopic tumor in implanted glioma mouse models.^[@ref14]^ While real-time SERS imaging in the operating room would be highly desirable, it is not currently possible as rapid wide-field SERS imaging devices have not yet been developed. To address this limitation, we have developed an intraoperative tumor detection method that could be applied clinically in the near future. We assessed the feasibility of a novel combination of static SERS imaging and near real-time SERS nanoparticle detection using a hand-held Raman scanner, in an intraoperative scenario. This was accomplished in a genetic mouse model that closely mimics the pathology of human GBM. We found that static SERS imaging serves as an excellent image-guidance tool for tumor resection, even in this infiltrative GBM model. Importantly, we found that a hand-held Raman scanner could be used to scan, in near real-time, the resection bed for any residual microscopic tumor foci, especially in areas that could not be reached *via* static SERS imaging. Doing so, we identified microscopic foci at the resection margins that would have been missed with static SERS imaging alone. After tumor resection was completed with this method, without requiring wide safety margins, no residual GBM tumor cells were left in the resection bed as confirmed by histological methods. Given that the SERS nanoparticles used in this study have passed extensive cytotoxicity studies^[@ref32]^ and the hand-held Raman scanner tested here is already used in clinical trials for detection of intrinsic Raman spectra,^[@ref33]^ this tumor-detection method has a strong potential for clinical translation and testing.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Study Design {#sec2.1}
------------

Our study included three different groups (*n* = 5 mice each) using different methods of brain tumor resection. We used the genetically engineered GBM mouse model (PDGF-driven gliomas using RCAS/tv-a),^[@ref34]^ which is known to mimic human glioblastomas very closely at a histological level.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^ Four weeks after RCAS-injection, mouse brains were imaged by *in vivo* T2-weighted MRI to determine tumor size and location. Fifteen GBM bearing mice were selected *via* MRI screening. All mice had tumors of similar size (diameter of 2--5 mm), and were injected with gold--silica SERS nanoparticles ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A--C) *via* tail vein (150 μL volume, 28.0 nM SERS nanoparticle concentration).

![(A) Diagram of the SERS-nanoparticle design, depicting the gold core, Raman reporter layer (4,4′-dipyridyl), and dye-encapsulating silica shell. (B) Transmission electron microscopy images of the SERS nanoparticles. (C) Unique Raman "fingerprint" spectrum of the SERS nanoparticles (acquisition time =1s, 100 mW laser power). (D) Raman microscope used to acquire images in this study (adjacent schematic serves as the symbol for the microscope in the remaining figures). (E) Hand-held Raman scanner (adjacent schematic serves as the symbol for the microscope in the remaining figures).](nn-2014-03948b_0001){#fig1}

The particles were allowed to circulate for 24 h to ensure that they accumulated in the tumors. Mouse brains were then harvested, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and randomly divided into 3 groups (see study design in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}): (i) "Resection without Raman guidance", where tumor resection was only based on white light illumination; (ii) "Resection with guidance by Raman microscope", using static SERS imaging (Raman microscope, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D), followed by hand-held SERS scanning (Figure 1E; to confirm the completeness of resection); and (iii) "Resection with guidance by hand-held Raman scanner", where only the hand-held Raman scanner was used to guide the tumor resection. In groups (ii) and (iii), both static SERS imaging and hand-held SERS scanning were used in order to cross-validate the methods.

![Flow diagram of the study design.](nn-2014-03948b_0002){#fig2}

### (i). Resection without Raman Guidance {#sec2.1.1}

See [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} (Figure S1).

### (ii). Raman Microscope Imaging-Guided Tumor Resection {#sec2.1.2}

The brains (*n* = 5) were scanned utilizing the Raman microscope (fixed 90° angle of illumination). Raman images depicted the outline of tumors ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B1), which correlated in location with the abnormality seen with white light illumination ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A1). The presence of SERS-active Raman foci was confirmed with a second scan with the Raman hand-held probe at a 90° angle, which also detected the SERS spectrum of the SERS nanoparticles at the same foci ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C1). Surgical removal of the Raman positive area on the SERS image was performed next ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A2), with acquisition of SERS images ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B2) between each resection step. The Raman positive foci detected with the SERS microscope were then probed with the hand-held Raman scanner at the same 90° angle, which detected the signature of our SERS nanoparticles in the same locations ([Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C2). After these Raman positive foci were resected, the tumor beds were reimaged with the Raman microscope, with no residual Raman signal detected ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B3). Similar scanning with the hand-held Raman scanner at 90° angle did not reveal any SERS nanoparticle spectra either ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C3).

![GBM resection with guidance by Raman microscope. (A) Photographs of the intact brain before (A1) and after (A2 and A3) successive tumor resections guided by the Raman microscope (fixed 90° angle). When the hand-held Raman scanner was used at variable angles after these resection steps, additional microscopic tumor tissue was detected (location depicted by arrowhead in A4). (B) SERS images acquired with the Raman microscope before (B1) and after (B2 and B3) successive tumor resections. (C) The hand-held Raman scanner was used for verification of signal (C1--C3) observed with the Raman microscope (B1--B3). (C4) Angulated scanning of the lateral wall of the resection bed with the hand-held Raman scanner detected microscopic tumor, which had been missed by the Raman microscope. Tissue was left in place for histological verification *in situ* (red Raman spectra = nanoparticles detected in brain tissue; blue Raman spectra = SERS nanoparticle standard as control).](nn-2014-03948b_0003){#fig3}

We hypothesized that small foci of tumor in the lateral margins of the resection bed can remain undetected if scanning is only performed using a 90° angle, due to overlying normal brain tissue attenuating the laser beam ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B3,C3). We therefore proceeded to rescan the resection bed with the hand-held scanner by tilting the probe at variable angles to assess the lateral walls of the resection bed. Indeed, we observed residual Raman positive foci along the lateral margins that were previously undetected by imaging at 90° ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C4). We marked the locations of these Raman active foci without resecting them, in order to be able to histologically confirm them *in situ*. Histology demonstrated microscopic extensions of tumor into the surrounding brain tissue at these locations ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![GBM resection with guidance by Raman microscope and histological validation. (A) T2-weighted brain MRI, showing a mass in the right frontal lobe. (B) White light photograph of the intact brain before resection, showing a discoloration in the area of the brain tumor corresponding in location to the MRI. (C) Photograph of the tumor bed after resection based on the Raman microscope images. (D) Cranial (top) to caudal (bottom) H&E stained histology images of axial brain sections after completion of surgery. D1--D3 depict healthy brain tissue on the medial (D1) and posterior (D2) walls of the resection bed, while residual tumor was present on the lateral (D3) wall of the tumor on deeper sections (insets represent immunohistochemical staining with anti-olig-2 antibody).](nn-2014-03948b_0004){#fig4}

### (iii). Hand-Held Raman Scanner-Guided Tumor Resection {#sec2.1.3}

Experiments were performed in the same fashion as in group (ii), except that the Raman positive foci that were detected with the hand-held Raman scanner using variable angle scanning ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C4) were surgically resected. This was followed by rescanning of the resection bed with the hand-held scanner until no residual Raman positive foci were detected ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C5). Histological processing of the resection bed revealed no residual tumor cells ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![GBM Resection with guidance by hand-held Raman scanner. (A) Photographs of the intact brain before (A1) and after (A2 and A3) successive tumor resections guided by the hand-held Raman scanner (90° angle). When the hand-held Raman scanner was used at variable angles after these resection steps, additional microscopic tumor tissue was detected (location depicted by arrowhead in A4). (B) SERS images acquired with the Raman microscope before (B1) and after (B2 and B3) successive tumor resections. (C) Hand-held Raman scanner verified data acquired with the Raman microscope (C1--3). Angulated scanning with the hand-held Raman scanner detects microscopic tumor in the lateral wall of the tumor bed that would have been missed otherwise (C4). Additional resection was performed, and repeat angulated scanning with the hand-held scanner resulted in no detectable residual Raman signal (C5). The resection bed was then processed histologically (red Raman spectra = nanoparticles detected in brain tissue; blue Raman spectra = SERS nanoparticle standard as control).](nn-2014-03948b_0005){#fig5}

![GBM resection with guidance by the hand-held Raman scanner and histological validation. (A) T2-weighted brain MRI, showing a mass in the right frontal lobe. (B) White light photograph of the intact brain before resection, showing a discoloration in the area of the brain corresponding in location to the MRI image. (C) Photograph of the tumor bed after SERS nanoparticle-guided resection. (D) Cranial (top) to caudal (bottom) H&E stained histological images of axial brain sections after completion of surgery. D1--D3 depict healthy brain tissue on the medial (D1), posterior (D2), and lateral (D3) walls of exposed tumor bed postresection, with no residual tumor cells detected.](nn-2014-03948b_0006){#fig6}

These experiments demonstrate that small foci of residual Raman signal can be detected with the hand-held Raman scanner that are otherwise undetectable with fixed angle SERS imaging. We conclude that this is due to the ability of the surgeon to change the Raman hand-held probe angle to reach out to detect otherwise obscured Raman positive foci in the resection bed.

[Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative example of tumor tissue detected only with the hand-held scanner. The tissue that was detected with the angulated hand-held Raman scanner ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A) and subsequently resected ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B,D) demonstrated the presence of the SERS nanoparticle Raman signature ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C) that was confirmed to be tumor by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and histology. TEM showed the presence of SERS nanoparticles within the resected specimen ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}E). H&E and immunohistochemical staining for the tumor marker Olig-2 confirmed that the resected tissue indeed represented microscopic GBM cancer spread ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}F,G).

![Representative example of tumor tissue detected only with the hand-held scanner. The tissue that was detected with the angulated hand-held Raman scanner (A) and subsequently resected (B and D) demonstrated the presence of the SERS nanoparticle Raman signature (C), that was confirmed to be tumor by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and histology. TEM showed the presence of SERS nanoparticles within the resected specimen (E). H&E and immunohistochemical staining for tumor marker Olig-2 confirmed that the resected tissue indeed represented microscopic GBM cancer spread (F and G).](nn-2014-03948b_0007){#fig7}

Hand-Held Raman Scanning of SERS Nanoparticles Detects Intraventricular Tumor Spread {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Remarkably, in one of the mice, Raman hand-held scanning using variable angles detected SERS signal within the right lateral ventricle ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A,B). As confirmed by subsequent H&E and anti-olig-2 immunohistochemical staining, the Raman signal corresponded to a microscopic (∼150--200 μm) cluster of tumor cells in the right lateral ventricle on the deepest brain sections ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C,D).

![Detection of intraventricular tumor spread by hand-held Raman scanning. (A) Photograph showing an anterior view of the brain after complete resection guided by the hand-held Raman scanner. (B) SERS nanoparticle spectrum (red) from scanning the right ventricle for 2 s with 100% laser power at an acute angle (blue spectrum = SERS nanoparticle standard as control). (C and D) Histology of axial brain sections stained with H&E and anti-Olig-2 showing clusters of tumor cells within the ventricular system. Insets are 4× magnification.](nn-2014-03948b_0008){#fig8}

Validation and Quantification of SERS Nanoparticle Accumulation within GBM Tumors {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further validate the accumulation of the SERS nanoparticles within the GBM tumors, we performed correlation between immunohistochemical staining for tumor tissue and TEM imaging visualizing the SERS nanoparticles. This consistently showed the presence of SERS nanoparticles (black circles, corresponding to the gold core) within the tumor tissue ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). To quantify the SERS nanoparticle uptake within tumors, we measured the gold content within tumor samples with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Because the SERS nanoparticles have a gold core of defined size, this method allows quantification of intratumoral SERS nanoparticle uptake. The result was 0.8 ± 0.31% injected dose (ID) per gram tumor tissue ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Validation of SERS nanoparticle accumulation within GBM tumors. (A) Immunohistochemistry (anti-Olig-2 antibody) and representative TEM image showing the presence of SERS nanoparticles within the tumor. The area labeled "TEM" on the IHC slice represents the tissue that was excised and processed for TEM imaging. (B) Quantification of SERS nanoparticle uptake within GBM tumor tissue *via* ICP-MS. Data represent mean ± SEM (*n* = 3 mice).](nn-2014-03948b_0009){#fig9}

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The detection of SERS nanoparticles with Raman spectroscopy has major advantages over other molecular contrast agent approaches such as fluorescence imaging, in that it offers not only very high sensitivity but also a unique specificity of detection. SERS nanoparticles cause massive signal amplification of an exogenous reporter built into the nanoparticle, which results in a unique Raman "fingerprint".^[@ref14],[@ref38]^ This overcomes disadvantages of fluorescent molecular imaging agents, where autofluorescence can often be limiting by creating false-positive signal. In delicate surgical scenarios such as brain tumor removal eliminating any unnecessary resection of healthy tissue is especially important.

Because of the diffuse pattern of GBM invasion into adjacent brain tissue, it is uncertain whether a truly complete surgical removal of all tumor cells (and therefore cure) would be feasible in humans, even with the availability of the most sensitive image-guidance technology. However, complete surgical resections are feasible in other brain tumor types, especially those occurring in children such as, *e.g.*, ependymomas or pilocytic astrocytomas.^[@ref6],[@ref39],[@ref40]^ We deliberately chose a GBM model for the purpose of testing our technique in order to evaluate how well it would perform in the most extreme and difficult scenario. Given the homing mechanism of the SERS nanoparticles, which to a large part is relying on the "enhanced permeability and retention" (EPR) effect,^[@ref14]^ the technique should also be applicable to other brain tumor types.

We have recently shown that a previous generation of SERS nanoparticles (same dimensions but different Raman reporter as the S420 used here) is capable of detecting microscopic tumor extensions in GBM mouse models using orthotopic implantation of tumor cells (U87MG and TS543).^[@ref14]^ However, these models do not faithfully recapitulate human tumors. Thus, there is the need to evaluate whether such nanoparticles also work in animal models that more closely mimic human GBM tumors, such as the genetically engineered RCAS-PDGF-driven/tv-a^[@ref34]^ murine model used in this study.

Although SERS images acquired with a Raman microscope are promising in detecting microscopic GBM infiltrations, SERS imaging using a Raman microscope is currently not a real-time imaging method; imaging requires acquisition times in the order of minutes to hours, depending on the desired resolution and field of view. Furthermore, it is not practical to scan the tumor resection bed at different angles, nor does the instrumentation allow this. We hypothesized that a hand-held Raman spectrometer in conjunction with SERS nanoparticles could solve the issues related to acquisition speed and flexibility of the angle, leading to a viable technique for real-time guidance in the operating room. While several hand-held Raman scanners are available commercially, we deliberately chose a model that is already used in clinical trials,^[@ref33]^ albeit for the purpose of detecting "intrinsic" Raman tissue spectra. Intrinsic, *i.e.*, nonamplified conventional Raman spectroscopy has the disadvantage of requiring very long acquisition times in the order of 10--20 s per individual spectrum. Therefore, conventional intrinsic Raman spectroscopy is not expected to be useful for GBM resections in a clinical setting. Here we use the same hand-held scanner, however in conjunction with SERS nanoparticles that amplify the Raman signal by a factor of at least 10^8^-fold. This allowed the recording of robust SERS nanoparticle spectra with acquisition times as short as 100 ms. We cross-validated the data acquired with the hand-held scanner using our static Raman microscope, and found the hand-held scanner to have three major advantages over the static Raman microscope: (1) It has the potential to be used in a clinical operating room. (2) It can probe areas of interest with near real-time imaging speed. (3) Most importantly, the surgeon can interrogate the operating bed with the hand-held probe from any desired angle, thereby providing optimal coverage of the tumor resection bed. This allows probing of the lateral walls of the resection bed that are usually hidden by overlying brain tissue when the fixed 90° angle Raman microscope is used.

In this study, those advantages translated into improved removal of residual tumor identified by microscopy during GBM surgery. The hand-held scanner was able to identify, in all 10 mice (*n* = 5 in group ii and iii each), small tumor foci that were not detected on the Raman images. This is attributable to the flexibility of angulating the hand-held scanner to probe any area in the operating bed, even those located at the lateral margins underneath overlying normal brain tissue. When resection was based on the hand-held scanner data alone, no residual tumor cells were found in the walls of the resection bed on histological analysis. This was achieved based on the SERS nanoparticle signal, without using any additional "safety margin". Safety margins are often used in current clinical practice in order to remove potentially present (but not confirmed) microscopic tumor extensions that cannot be visualized with the naked eye. However, safety margins have the disadvantage of increased patient morbidity due to unnecessary resection of adjacent healthy neurological structures. Remarkably, the hand-held Raman scanner also correctly identified the one case where, unexpectedly, intraventricular tumor spread was present.

There are several possible explanations why the detection of GBMs with SERS nanoparticles is so robust, and results in the detection of microscopic tumor foci. We have previously shown in other mouse models of GBM that SERS nanoparticles can be found in infiltrating tumor zones, in microscopic fingerlike protrusions and in satellite lesions at or beyond the macroscopic tumor margin.^[@ref14]^ It is known that nanoparticles within a certain size range and surface charge accumulate specifically in cancer tissue, but not in normal tissues because of mechanisms unique to tumor biology. These mechanisms are described by the term EPR effect.^[@ref41]−[@ref44]^ However, the mechanism of uptake of nanoparticles is in all likelihood not limited to the EPR effect. There are other more recently discovered mechanisms that contribute to nanoparticle uptake and retention in tumors, such as macropinocytosis.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ Very recently, another previously unknown mechanism of nanoparticle delivery to tumors has been described: circulating white blood cells, especially monocytes, can take up nanoparticles while they circulate through blood vessels, and subsequently home to tumors.^[@ref47]^ This is important because cellular migration across the blood-brain-barrier is a known phenomenon.^[@ref48]^ Such a "trojan-horse" transport within transmigrating white blood cells^[@ref47]^ could explain the passage of nanoparticles across an intact blood-brain-barrier.

One of the limitations of our study is that we performed the tumor resections on brains that had been fixed in paraformaldehyde, and is therefore not fully representative of the actual surgical environment. We chose an *ex vivo* surgical approach in order to achieve the highest possible accuracy in correlating the Raman data with the histological data. Although surgery performed on brain tumors in living subjects is more complex, we do not foresee problems related to imaging agent extravasation in the operating bed due to bleeding. Another potential limitation of the technique is that depth penetration with conventional Raman spectroscopy imaging techniques is in the order of 5--7 mm.^[@ref14]^

A hand-held Raman scanner in conjunction with highly sensitive SERS nanoparticles such as those used here can serve as a near real-time intraoperative scanning tool. It provides the capability of scanning the operative bed from any desired angle in order to examine every aspect of the tumor bed. It therefore has the potential to replace other much more costly and time-consuming methods of intraoperative image-guidance (such as MRI), while at the same time delivering higher precision information about the actual location of brain tumor cell clusters. Studies examining patterns of brain tumor recurrence have consistently shown that 80--90% of recurrences are within the original treatment field, implicating residual tumor cells due to incomplete resection as the cause.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ The ability to detect and resect microscopic tumor remnants could result in more complete tumor resections and potentially increase patient survival. A potential limitation toward this goal could be that even though the technique presented here may allow for complete tumor resections to be performed in principle, a truly complete removal of all tumor cells may be prohibitive in many patients because the tumor has spread to crucial neurological structures. It will require clinical studies to determine the benefit of brain tumor resections using SERS nanoparticle guidance. The more complete tumor resections achieved with this technique are expected to increase patient survival, but a potential increase in patient morbidity due to the increased amount of resected brain tissue will have to be evaluated. Other advantages of the presented method could be that operating times can be decreased markedly compared to the use of intraoperative MRI. Given that the SERS nanoparticles used here have already passed extensive cytotoxicity studies,^[@ref32]^ and the hand-held scanner used here has already been employed in clinical trials,^[@ref33]^ this SERS nanoparticle molecular imaging-guided surgical approach holds promise for clinical translation.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

The potential of gold--silica SERS nanoparticles combined with a hand-held Raman scanner to provide image-guided surgical resection of GBMs is demonstrated in a transgenic murine model that closely recapitulates human brain tumors. Cross-validation with a conventional Raman microscope showed that both methods enabled equally sensitive Raman spectroscopic detection of SERS nanoparticles. While current generations of hand-held scanners are not yet able to routinely acquire entire SERS images, they have important advantages that are complementary and additive to SERS imaging instruments: first, their form factor allowing their use in the operating room; second, rapid scanning speed afforded by the SERS amplification, allowing near real-time scanning; and third, flexibility to probe any area of the operative bed due to variable tilt angles. We suggest that SERS-nanoparticle-guided surgery using hand-held Raman detectors represents a highly translatable approach to facilitate the resection of brain tumors and potentially other cancer types.

Methods {#sec5}
=======

SERS Nanoparticle Preparation {#sec5.1}
-----------------------------

SERS nanoparticles (S420; Cabot, Boston, MA) are composed of spherical gold cores of approximately 60 nm in diameter and are coated with a monolayer of the Raman reporter 4,4′-dipyridyl and encapsulated in a silica shell of approximately 30 nm radius (total particle size ∼120 nm). For intravenous (iv) injections, particle concentrations were adjusted to 28.0 nM as determined by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) using the Nanosight NS500 (Malvern, Worcestershire, U.K.), then suspended in 2-(*N*-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer (pH 7.3).

Generation of RCAS/tv-a Mouse GBM Model {#sec5.2}
---------------------------------------

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. We used a genetically engineered glioblastoma mouse model, PDGF-driven gliomas using RCAS/tv-a,^[@ref34],[@ref49]^ which is known to mimic the biology of human glioblastomas very closely.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^

DF-1 cells were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Cells were grown at 39 °C according to ATCC instructions. Transfections were performed using Fugene 6 transfection kit (Roche \# 11814443001, Indianapolis, IN) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The 4--6 week-old *nestin-tv-a/ink4a-arf--/--/pten*^*fl/fl*^ mice were anesthetized with ketamine (0.1 mg/g) and xylazine (0.02 mg/g) and injected using stereotactic fixation device (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL). One microliter of RCAS-PDGF-B or 1:1 mixture of 4 × 10^4^ RCAS-PDGF-B and RCAS-Cre transfected DF-1 cells was delivered using a 30-gauge needle attached to a Hamilton syringe. Injections were targeted to the subventricular zone, coordinates bregma 1.7 mm (anterior), Lat −0.5 mm (right), and depth 2.5 mm from the dural surface.

Presurgical MRI {#sec5.3}
---------------

Four weeks after injection of the DF-1 cells, mice were imaged with MRI to determine tumor size and location for presurgical planning. MRI scans were conducted with a dedicated small animal MRI scanner consisting of a 4.7 T superconducting magnet (Bruker Biospin Corp., Billerica, MA), gradient (Resonance Research, Inc., Billerica, MA) with clear bore size of 20 cm, maximum gradient amplitude of 400 mT/m and maximum slew rate of 1300 T/(m/s) and a Bruker Avance electronics and console and IECO amplifiers (International Electric Co., Helsinki, Finland). Custom-made RF coils were used for RF excitation and detection during scanning. T2-weighted fast spin echo sequences (TE/TR 50 ms/2000 ms) were employed using 4 NEX, a 256 × 128 matrix, a 3.0 cm field-of-view, a slice thickness of 1000 μm and a total imaging time of ∼10 min.

Presurgical Preparation {#sec5.4}
-----------------------

The GBM bearing mice were generally sacrificed approximately 24 h after a single intravenous tail vein injection with SERS nanoparticles. Blood was collected *via* cardiac puncture, and Raman scans of the blood were obtained to verify that no residual SERS nanoparticles were present in the circulation. A craniotomy was performed to expose the brain, and brains intact within the skull bases were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h at 4 °C, followed by a rinse with PBS for 15--30 min and in 70% ethanol for another 24 h. Brains were scanned using the Raman microscope and the hand-held scanner before every tumor resection step as described below.

SERS Imaging Using the Raman Microscope {#sec5.5}
---------------------------------------

To acquire SERS images of the SERS nanoparticle distribution, we used a customized benchtop InVia Raman microscope (Renishaw, Gloucestershire, U.K.) equipped with a StreamLine Plus rapid imaging upgrade, piezo-controlled stage for micron-resolved spatial mapping, and a charge-coupled device detector with 1024 pixels (pixel size: 26 μm), spectral dispersion 1.25 cm^--1^/pixel and spectral resolution of ∼3.7 cm^--1^. We used a semiconductor diode near-infrared laser operating at 785 nm as the excitation source with a laser power output of ∼300 mW, resulting in approximately 100 mW at the skin surface. Raman images were acquired in the streamline scanning mode, using a computer-controlled *x*--*y* translation stage, an integration time of 2 s, a 5× lens (Leica, Buffalo Grove, IL), 100 μm step size, and 100% laser power. Raman spectra were analyzed with Wire 3.4 Software (Renishaw).

SERS Detection Using the Hand-Held Raman Scanner {#sec5.6}
------------------------------------------------

We used the MiniRam Raman hand-held scanner (B&W TEK, Inc., Newark, DE) with a 785 nm excitation laser. Raman spectra were analyzed with B&WSpec 4.01.26 Software (B&W TEK). For brain scanning, acquisition times of 1--2 s were used. First, scanning was performed by the neurosurgeon with the hand-held probe in its stand (delivered by B&W Tek together with the probe), which results in a fixed 90° angle. Subsequently, the probe was removed from the stand and variable angle scanning was performed, in order to simulate the actual clinical scenario. Holding the probe in his hands, the neurosurgeon carefully performed raster-scanning of the resection bed, at the optimal focal distance of approximately 5 mm from the tissue of interest.

Histological Analysis {#sec5.7}
---------------------

Brain tissues after tumor resections were embedded in paraffin. Hematoxylin and eosin staining and immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining were performed on 5 μm-thick sections. The Discovery XT biomarker platform (Ventana, Tucson, AZ) was used for IHC staining of Olig2. Antigen was retrieved using the heat-induced antigen unmasking technique in citrate-based buffer (pH 6.0). Anti-Olig-2 (1:300, AB9610, Millipore, Temecula, CA) and biotin-labeled anti-rabbit antibody (1:300, BA-1000, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) were used as the primary and secondary antibodies, respectively. Streptavidin--biotin peroxidase was visualized by the Discovery DAB map detection kit (760-124, Ventana).

Procedure for TEM Brain Tissue Sample Preparation {#sec5.8}
-------------------------------------------------

Brain tissue samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde/2% paraformaldehyde in cacodylate buffer, rinsed in buffer and post fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide for 1 h. The samples ware rinsed in double distilled water, followed by a graded series of aqueous ethanol solutions (50%, 75%, 95% to 100% alcohol), followed by propylene oxide, and overnight 1:1 propylene oxide/PolyBed 812. The samples were embedded in Poly/Bed 812 and cured in a 60 °C oven. Ultrathin sections were obtained with a Reichert Ultracut S microtome. Sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and photographed using a Jeol 1200EX transmission electron microscope.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) {#sec5.9}
-----------------------------------------------------

Brain tumor tissue samples of known masses were taken up in 2 mL of freshly prepared *aqua regia* (1:3 ratio of concentrated nitric acid and hydrochloric acid) and heated to dryness. This process was repeated until the samples could fully dissolve in the acidic solution. The samples were then dissolved in 0.5 mL of *aqua regia* and subsequently diluted with water to 7.5 mL. The samples were then analyzed at the Brooklyn College Environmental Sciences Analytical Center on a PerkinElmer Elan DRC-e ICP-MS instrument and referenced to a HAuCl4-derived calibration curve.

\(i\) Resection without Raman guidance including Figure S1. This material is available free of charge *via* the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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